The target reader for this book is the industrial engineering student or the practitioner in the field. It is a breath of fresh air in having one book listing the documentation of successful and unsuccessful ERP system implementations. While the recent downturn in the economy put a brake on organizations to modernize their business processes, businesses grow and need to adapt to the changing paradigms that ERP systems allow one to integrate the Web and storefront operations. Sticking to the mantra “If it isn’t broke, don’t change it,” the book has points out that technology moves forward to where in retail world, the Web is approaching 50% of annual sales. Sales have two modes (use the net for the catalog with referral to the nearest retail outlook, or present a sales order form for direct order capture. This book shows the large retail store is becoming more of a warehouse operation with quick pick operations.

Legacy ERP systems have to evolve to include Web and more modern approaches (B2B) to doing business, and this book describes the methods used for success and some of the reasons that other systems failed.

The security chapter brought to light information that this foreword author had never known. Using standard technology, it is possible to encrypt data traffic, but it is shown that the vendors of ERP systems fail to protect critical application information from hackers and from uncontrolled access. Too many individuals have unnecessary global sub-system access, password management is poorly done, and databases containing confidential corporate information are not encrypted.

What the authors have pointed out in this book is that if you do not have a good implementation plan, your conversion or upgrade process is doomed. One approach is to suggest a paradigm shift to emulate the processes used in the software industry. The use of an object oriented approach employing the Universal Markup Language (UML) is novel, and should bear good results.

The excellent points in the book are the diversity of considerations presented to the reader. Legacy systems, which were compartmentalized into finance, warehousing, retail store sales, shipping, and receiving, are forced into a coherent ERP system covering one business application integrating the preceding list and adding to it, Web selling functionality, EDI, Supply Chain, and Logistics as a coherent business SOA.

For the coming years, this book will serve as a reference manual for the skilled Business System re-engineer who wants to learn from others experiences in both failure and successful implementations.
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